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About This Game

FINGER-FLIPPIN’, POWERFUL PINBALL!

No room for a pinball machine? So what! With DREAM PINBALL 3D you can transform your PC or console into 6 different,
multilevel, 3D pinball machines!

Clever gameplay, plus balls made of different materials – and each material has special ballistic properties that affect how those
balls roll! A cutting edge engine gets the best out of this classic game’s optics and acoustics, including state-of-art particle
technology, HDR and multiplayer 3D sound – and you get true pinball feeling, with a visible tilt function and the fantastic

“Motion Blur” effect!

Hook factor guaranteed!

KEY FEATURES:

6 pinball machines with different themes: Knight Tournament, Monstercastle, Underwater World, Dino Wars, Spinning
Rotors AND the “Fantasy” pinball machine, linked to “Two Worlds”!

Balls made of 6 different materials - steel, ivory, oak, walnut, marble and gold, all with different ballistic properties!

Multiball feature with 3 balls and 7different camera positions!
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State-of-the-art Particle and Motion Blur effects and brilliant lighting effects thanks to latest HDR technology

Individual sound effects, with speech recordings and music for every pinball machine

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 pinballers
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Title: Dream Pinball 3D
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ASK Homework
Publisher:
Topware Interactive ACE
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:2.0 GHz Single Core

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Shader 1.3 graphics card with 128 MB

Hard Drive:900 MB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Internet connection is needed to upload highscore

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Hungarian,Czech
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I played this game while at EGX a few weeks back and I adored it straight away.
The visuals and the music are stunning and the game is very fun to play.

I highly recommend this game.. For fans of strategic collectible card games, Ironclad Tactics will provide hours of
entertainment and offers the ability to go deep into its deck-building mechanics. For more casual players, the game's difficulty
spikes and deck micro-management can quickly feel overwhelming. It's an okay casual game. 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1226062821 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1220427834 Unlocked all achievements!. Aight, just finished it.
Took me about 8 hours, nice writing and plenty of choices to go with. Got me invested in characters and i'm already
contemplating a second playthrough.. It's fun for a while on sale, but for 10 USD it should have more plot and local
multiplayer/deathmatch.. Don't buy this game, if you expect a easy to complete game like the first game of the sequel. There are
achievements that are hard af, that will pi** you off with numerous bugs that are reported in the discussions. I also made several
suggestions and bug reports, but apparently nobody cares. The developer literally created an abandon-ware. This game is like an
orphan growing up on the street. Nobody takes care of anything. Not about bug reports, achievement issues, suggestions, any
topics in the discussion. It's just an abandoned money-maker.. Legit work in progress! Now that streaming has been
implemented and released into the retail PlayClaw there will be much more improvements etc..

This Dev or Dev team is very active in the steam community forums and is really nice person.

Hi5 to the makers and publishers of PlayClaw and Dev team!

What to let folks know that there computer setup may effect PlayClaw Positively or Negitively so keep that in mind. If you
having bad frame drops etc.. might be a bottle neck a number of things generally HD can be CPU or GPU or not enough ram
etc.. do your research!

Download install and launch PlawClaw and easy to configure, to configure for twitch streaming goto your twitch.tv/dyingjedi
account and then on the left when logged in click dashboard, then clisk streaming key then click the link that says reveal
streaming key and attach that to the PlayClaw and your all set back out with it enabled and your closes servers and Walla your
ready to stream!

Overlays are fun and going to be re-worked and your gonna have cool changes here shortly but as of this release they are useful
and fully function without issues so far.

Justin Cram
DyingJedi :d2involker:
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Boring point and click that’s too slow and derivative to be interesting. The puzzles are solved by mashing one of the several
dozens of items in your inventory to the screen via trial and error. Not fun.. Why's it so hard to hit stuff? I'm standing right in
front of a tree trying to break it down, just not connecting right. Trying to hit enemies, not connecting right. I wish i could walk
through the tall grass around the town or flowers instead of getting blocked by it. The game looks interesting to me cuz im a
sucker for pixels but it still needs some polishing up on. For now im saving this game for later and will update my review
eventually.. Cool little puzzle game. Interesting gimmick, pleasant music, nice graphics that serve their purporse.. The controls
suck. It's a crapshoot whether you'll stop, move clockwise, or move counterclockwise. And this is one of those games that
requires precise timing of controls. So that's kind of a big deal.

The tougher levels just give you more obstacles and less time to react to them, and a single mistake means restarting the level.
So it feels less like skillful maneuvering and more like memorizing which buttons to press at which time. More frustrating than
fun, IMO.

It's also really short, but that's understandable at this price point.. Turba takes the enticing idea of a Bejeweled-style game that
utilizes your music library and screws it all up by incorporating features that don't work as they should, resulting in a nearly
unplayable mess. The simple task of matching three or more blocks of the same color is complicated by "bomb" blocks, which
are blocks that will cause a 3x3 set of blocks to turn gray if they aren't matched within a certain number of beats. Adding to this
problem is the brainless design decision that your board fills up with blocks with each beat of the song. This ensures that fast
songs are literally unbeatable on certain play modes, even without the addition of bomb blocks. Worse yet, the game does not
accurately detect beats, so blocks appear at completely random intervals. Finally, cheaters have devised a way to obtain the top
scores on literally every song, so forget about ranking in the top 3 on anything, no matter how obscure it is. I've spoken with one
of the devs (They have another terrible-looking game on Greenlight), and he sees nothing wrong with the game and has no plans
to support it any further. This game is a horrendous waste of money at any price.. This is ostensibly an open world game. You
can go anywhere. Walk up to any locked door. Explore distant lands. Get crushed by any random encounter. You have complete
and total freedom to waste your time in any way you so desire.

I like that this game takes a retro aesthetic and applies a lot of modern game design philosophy to it. When faced with a tough
encounter, there is more often than not a choice offered to make things easier. This results in a more interesting game, no doubt.
The music was alright, but got old after a couple hours. Very appropriate for a game like this.

Just about everything else about this game is lock stock standard RPG fare. I have a tough time parsing if that's intentional or
not. Like I mentioned earlier, the map is essentially unlocked from the outset, but right away you start running into monsters
that can down you in one hit if you wander off into the wrong area. So, in my experience, I got exceptionally lost almost
immediately. I think the intention is that you grind and keep grinding, but there is only so much time in my mortal existence, so
that might be off the table.

This game is truly frightening. I had no idea where to go, so I looked at a world map. Big mistake.
I'd recommend this game only on three conditions.
1. You have waaaay too much time to burn
2. You are a hardcore fan of older 8-bit RPGs
3. You have an iron will. Vague instructions, NPC shenanigans and brutal difficulty spikes do not deter you. In fact, getting
repeatedly beaten down only makes you stronger. You thrive in a game that forces you to deduce, nay, manufacture your own
path forward.

Otherwise, I'd just pass on this one.
It's neat, maybe one day I'd give it another whack.
. Very good game! I do not know why people would want to hate it.
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